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OUR INVESTMENT OUTLOOK

During the third quarter, financial markets were
fixated on whether or not the Federal Reserve (the
‘‘Fed’’) would reduce its purchases of U.S.Treasury
bonds and mortgages known as quantitative 
easing (‘‘QE’’). In the end, the Fed found financial
conditions in the U.S. to be too difficult and held
steady its $85 billion monthly stimulus program.
The mere idea that the Fed may curtail its program
caused interest rates to rise this past summer, which
negatively impacted the economy, and caused the
Fed to hold off. As we have stated for some time
now, we believe the Fed needs to keep interest rates
low, does not want to upset the financial or housing
markets, and will likely stimulate for far longer
than the market currently believes.

The Fed likes seeing stocks rise in the face of
weak underlying economic fundamentals. (If the
economy is not improving, so the Fed’s thinking
goes, maybe higher share prices will spark a
broad-based recovery.1 See notes on page 7.) Says
Carl Icahn, ‘‘I think that right now the market is
giving you a false picture [of economic health].’’2

U.S. companies continue to lower their earnings
expectations for coming quarters at the second
highest level of the past dozen years (second only
to earlier this year).

This is the most sluggish economic recovery in
generations, and yet it has not held back market
participants from sending stock market prices
higher. Surging even higher is the use of margin
debt against one’s portfolio which has surpassed
the all-time high set in 2007 (previous highs
occurred at market peaks such as 2000, 1987, etc.).
Initial public offerings (‘‘IPOs’’) are usually more
prevalent in richly priced markets. After all, IPOs
are huge sales of stock by company insiders to the
public. The number of IPOs this year already
eclipsed that of the recent 2007 peak. Even though
Twitter’s IPO has yet to occur, speculators acci-
dentally piled into the shares of a bankrupt home
electronics company with a similar ticker symbol,
pushing those shares up by nearly 700% in one
day (from less than a penny to a nickel) before the
error was realized.

Today’s popular stocks are reminiscent of those
in 1999. They are all supported by great stories and
valuations even more fantastic. In 1999 there was
Cisco Systems, Qualcomm, SunMicrosystems, and
Yahoo! (to name just a few) all trading at price to
earnings (‘‘P/E’’) multiples well above 100. Today
we have Amazon, LinkedIn, Netflix, and Zillow
all trading at similar extremes. Should their future
resemble that of high-fliers that came before, today’s
investors could be sorely disappointed. Taking
advantage of high prices, LinkedIn insiders sold
$1.2 billion worth of stock in the third quarter to a
market all too happy to buy it. 

Market behavior like this usually does not 
provide fertile ground for our style of investing. 
‘‘I call this the greater fool theory kind of market,’’
says market commentator Herb Greenberg. A
greater fool market occurs when buyers purchase
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‘‘In the short run, the market is a voting machine but in the long run it is a weighing machine.’’
– Benjamin Graham
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stock today at a high price with hopes of later 
selling it to a greater fool at an even higher price.
Greenberg continues,‘‘Amazon doesn’t consistently
make money? No worries, it’s a great place to shop.
Netflix doesn’t consistently make money? No
worries, it’s disrupting broadcasting. Tesla makes
money but, then again, does it really?’’3

Consider Tesla, purveyor of fine electric 
automobiles run by the inventive Elon Musk. It is 
estimated that the company will sell $2 billion worth
of cars this year as it struggles to make a profit. The
total value of Tesla shares is approximately $24 
billion. Annual sales at General Motors is greater
than $150 billion with profits of roughly $5 billion.
The total market value of its shares hovers near $50
billion. So GM’s share value is only twice the size
of Tesla’s despite having 75 times the revenues.

During times like these, many of the best
investors bide their time in anticipation of a more
favorable investment climate. Seth
Klarman, extraordinary investor
of the Baupost Fund (the only
investor Warren Buffett says he
keeps his eye on), is returning
money to shareholders for lack of buying oppor-
tunities. Commenting on the market’s movements
vis-à-vis the underlying economy, a Baupost
spokesperson lamented, ‘‘None of this is real.’’
Numerous other high profile investors are either
returning money to shareholders or have closed
their funds to new investors. Said Buffett himself
near the end of the third quarter: ‘‘We’ve having 
a hard time finding things to buy.’’4

Ben Graham, the intellectual father of value
investing, spoke of periods like this when he said,
‘‘knowledge is superfluous and experience a hand-
icap. But the typical experience of the speculator is
one of temporary profit and ultimate loss.’’

We have navigated such markets before.While
we will not participate in today’s brand of specu-
lative behavior, we know that there will be a return
of sanity to financial markets.There always has been.

The Housing Market

In our July letter we discussed the impact rising
interest rates could have on the housing market due

to decreased housing affordability (i.e., higher
interest rates make a buyer’s mortgage payments
more costly). Since then, with long-term mortgage
rates about 1% higher than their lows from the 
second quarter, housing activity has slowed from
its earlier pace. Given that the sluggish economic
recovery was in large part fueled by the rebound
in housing, a housing slowdown bodes poorly for
economic growth. ‘‘Housing starts,’’ the term
describing the number of homes being built,
recently declined.

As background, when the housing market 
collapsed beginning in 2007, housing starts quickly
fell to the lowest level in generations.Through zero
percent interest rates and $3 trillion of additional
funds injected into the economy by the Fed to try
to keep interest rates low, mortgage lending was
resuscitated and housing starts rebounded. But
they rebounded to a level only the slightest

amount above that which for 50
years has indicated a recession in
the U.S. economy.

Nonetheless, home prices (until
the recent increase in interest rates)

rose feverishly during the last few years. Economist
and financial market historian Robert Shiller, who so
famously called the housing bubble of ’05-’07, said
in September: ‘‘I’m starting to worry more about 
a bubble. In some cities, it’s looking bubbly now.’’5

Some early participants into the housing
investment game are already calling it quits:
Oaktree Capital and Och-Ziff Management, while
certainly not the largest players in housing, are
unquestionably smart operators. They are now
selling the homes they bought to rent. As buyers
clamor for real estate, the large private equity firm
Carlyle Group is ‘‘selling into that demand.’’6 Real
estate maven Sam Zell now holds less real estate
personally than ever before. With the Fed showing
a continued willingness to suppress rising borrow-
ing rates, housing prices may easily levitate a while
longer. But today’s sellers could be heeding the
words of Branch Rickey, former general manager
of the Brooklyn and Los Angeles Dodgers, who
liked to say, ‘‘Better to trade a player a year too
early than a year too late.’’

2

We have navigated such markets
before. We know that there will be a
return of sanity to financial markets.

There always has been.
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The Labor Market

The domestic unemployment rate slowly inches
lower, but is this statistic a helpful gauge of
employment health in the U.S.? Not if you peek
beneath the surface and consider the following.
Excluding the last few years since the 2008 financial
crisis, today’s 7.3% unemployment rate remains
higher than any other time in the last 20 years.
Americans between the ages of 35 and 54 have
actually seen job losses – not gains – since 2009. Says
Lakshman Achuthan, respected economist at the
Economic Cycle Research Institute, ‘‘Job losses for
35 to 54 year-olds is approaching a million jobs lost.
Now that happens to be – that 20-year span of your
life – where you make the most money and where
you spend the most money.’’7 This is why the
majority of Americans believe the economy is still
struggling, even in recession, despite the slowly
declining unemployment rate.

Says voting member of the Fed, Narayana
Kocherlakota, ‘‘Most of the declines in the unem-
ployment rate since October 2009 have occurred
because the fraction of people who are choosing 
to look for work has fallen.’’ The labor market, he
says, is ‘‘disturbingly weak.’’8 August marked the
40th consecutive month in which more Americans
dropped out of the workforce than found employ-
ment. The percentage of the population now
employed has fallen to 58.6%, the lowest levels
since the late 1970s and early 1980s.

The nearby graph depicts only those Americans
between the ages of 25 and 54 and includes as
employed those who are part-time even if they
desire full-time employment. Recall that it was
easier for the U.S. to overcome the unemploy-
ment problem in the early 1980s because interest
rates then were very high. They could simply be
lowered by Fed decree. Lending activity was then
more likely to pick up because the banking industry
had not suffered a near-death experience. Today,
because rates are already at zero, lowering them
further cannot be achieved. QE must be
employed to try to keep rates low. Says Achuthan,
‘‘You wouldn’t have four years of zero-interest rate
policy and quantitative easing and QE-ternity if
everything was okay.’’

Monetary Policy, Interest Rates, and Gold

Markets may be more focused than ever before 
on every action, utterance, and breath taken by
members of the Fed. Just weeks ago, the race to
replace Chairman Ben Bernanke consisted of
Larry Summers versus Janet Yellen. Summers
bowed out when it was realized he would have a
difficult time generating political support for the
chairmanship. Given his commitment to repealing
the Depression-era piece of legislation known as
Glass-Steagall (the 1999 repeal of which essentially
gave banks the freedom to trade all types of 
securities), we think he should never have been 
considered in the first place. Economic common
sense should dictate that – during a bubble as we
had in the late1990s – legislation which was enacted
in the wake of a bubble should not be repealed.
Yellen, the current Vice Chairwoman of the Fed is
more of a natural fit to follow Bernanke given her
support of highly accommodative monetary policy,
including low interest rates and quantitative easing.

There is good reason to believe that the Fed’s
September decision to hold stimulus steady at $85
billion per month is at least partially due to the like-
lihood that Yellen will be the next Fed chief come
January. Billionaire investor Stan Druckenmiller
criticized the Fed’s decision last month referring to
QE as ‘‘the biggest redistribution of wealth from
the middle class and poor to the rich ever... I mean,

3
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maybe this trickle-down monetary policy that gives
money to billionaires and hopefully we go spend 
it is going to work. But it hasn’t worked for five
years.’’9 Wise value investor and market pragmatist
Jeremy Grantham adds: ‘‘When you least need it,
the whole thing bites you, and [stock] prices go
back [down] to fair price or lower, like they did in
’09, and the consumer reacts, and you have a
recession and a bad stock market. But they’ve had
two of these, and they seem bound and determined
to do it a third time. As I’ve said, it’s a workable
definition of madness to keep doing the same thing
and expect a different result.’’10

Just weeks ago, Fed member Kocherlakota
made his case for doing more of the same: ‘‘Doing
whatever it takes in the next few years will
mean... that the Fed is willing to continue to use the
unconventional monetary policy tools that it has
employed in the past few years. Indeed, it will
mean that the Fed is willing to use any of its
congressionally authorized tools to achieve the
goal of higher employment, no matter how
unconventional those tools might be. Moreover,
doing whatever it takes will mean keeping a
historically unusual amount of monetary
stimulus in place – and possibly providing
more stimulus.’’11 Kocherlakota says this must
happen even after economic growth rises above
historical averages and regardless of any
concerns about it causing price bubbles.

Another voting member of the Fed, Eric
Rosengren, pointed to a sluggish economyand weak
labor market as reason for continuation of stimulus.
If economic growth picks up (admittedly a big ‘‘if’’
right now), says Rosengren, ‘‘policy should in my
view include only a very slow removal of accom-
modation [stimulus] over the next several years.’’
An economy that continues to struggle means
‘‘we can and should provide more accommoda-
tion than is currently anticipated.’’12

Proclaimed bond king Bill Gross asks, ‘‘How
high a[n interest] rate can a levered economy stand?
Howhigha rate canahomebuyerhandle?’’Weknow
from this summer that even a one percent increase
is troubling the economy. As a result,whenever QE
is finished (temporarily or permanently), Gross
states, ‘‘If you want to trust one thing and one

4

thing only, trust that . . . the Fed Funds rate will
stay lower than expected for a long, long time.’’ 
He notes that when the U.S. was previously this
highly indebted, interest rates were suppressed 
for more than 25 years.

Just as the Fed let the 1990s euphoria last too
long, then sewed the seeds for and cultivated the
mid-2000s mania, we believe it is now laying the
groundwork for the next crisis. Due to the sums of
money being created by the Fed and its commitment
to keep rates low even past the point when
economic growth eventually returns, we think
future inflation will be greater than the current
market consensus. Low interest rates are often
highly favorable toward gold.

‘‘Gold is an investment – not necessarily a
hedge – against monetary disorder...What we have
now are the makings of a very important chapter in
monetary disorder,’’ says monetary historian James
Grant. ‘‘Experiments in radical creation of uncon-
vertible units of currency have invariably had a bad
outcome.. .The odds against a painless, peaceful,
andplacid exit from all this creation of dollars,
yen,euros, and pound sterling.. .and returning to
something like normalcy are very slight.’’13

Grant adds: ‘‘The world ought to have much less
faith in central banks, and as that reasoned distrust of
a broken model grows, the gold price, I think, will
appreciate. Gold is cheap at this price.’’14
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For various reasons, American investors are less
interested in gold right now than their international
counterparts. Foreign buyers, especially those in the
east, see gold not as another exchange traded fund
(‘‘ETF’’) to day-trade but as something of value to
hold for generations. We view today’s lower prices
as a gift to those buyers. Available physical
supplies of gold are plummeting, worldwide
physicaldemand is robust and foreign
central banks (including those of China,
Russia, Korea, and Turkey) are acquiring gold
in some cases as a means to diversify away

from U.S. dollars.Economically speaking (and
history bears this out), strong and continuing
demand of anything in the face of shrinking
supply usually results in higher prices over time.

China’s growing appetite for gold can be seen
on the nearby graph. Imports of gold to China from
January through July of this year have already
exceeded the total amount imported in 2012.
And 2012 was a then-record year for gold imports.

Back in the U.S., we turn to trusted market
analyst and economist Peter Boockvar who,
in the wake of the Fed’s September decision,

5
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stated,‘‘On gold, I declare the two-year bear market
over as the market will understand again that
Bernanke’s policy is gold’s best
friend and [gold is] an investor’s
best defense against it.’’As we said
in our July letter: ‘‘Keep that which is
cheap.’’ In contrast to sales by
insiders or the many IPOs flood-
ing the market today, insiders at some of the gold
mining companies that we own have been buying
their own shares.

DEBT S UNLIMITED

While the debt ceiling debate may already be
resolved (it was not at the time of print), its impor-
tance required us to share a few thoughts about it.
As background, the U.S. Congress authorizes
expenditures for measures it passes in the course
of governance. To ensure that spending does not
go unchecked, Congress also authorizes a debt
limit or debt ceiling. The U.S. Treasury defines the
debt limit as: ‘‘the total amount of money that the
United States government is authorized to borrow
to meet its existing legal obligations.’’15 When
approved expenditures approach the debt limit,
Congress must either authorize raising the debt limit
to fund those expenditures or restrain theTreasury
from paying for the approved expenditures (known
as ‘‘defaulting on its legal obligations’’). While the
debt limit came into existence in 1917 it has been
raised 78 times in the past five decades. Though
the path to approving a debt increase has not
always been smooth, the U.S. government has
never technically defaulted.

As the nearby graph suggests, there may be a
distinct longer-term correlation between the level
of U.S. Federal debt and the price of gold.This could
be so because the market recognizes that the U.S.
debt tally is growing to such a large amount that it
is requiring unending and artificially low interest
rates, debt monetization, and future inflation to
mitigate the burden (each being related to debase-
ment of the currency). The detachment of the gold
price from the debt limit since mid-2012 may be an
aberration, a byproduct of the belief during much
of the past year that the U.S. economy will soon

6

levitate without a trace of inflation and that U.S.
Federal debt has not grown insurmountably large.

Should, however, the price of gold
simply revert to the mean and more
closely correlate with the current
(pre-raised) debt limit, gold’s price
would rise by more than 35% from
recent levels.

We can expect to see an increase in Federal debt
levels in future years. As of mid-2013, the nonparti-
san Congressional Budget Office (‘‘CBO’’) projected
a gross federal debt level of $17.6 trillion for 2014
and $18.2 trillion for 2015. Looking ahead ten years,
it expects a level of $25.2 trillion. If this seems high,
consider that the CBO’s ten-year projection for the
debt level in 2013, estimated in 2003, was for total
Federal debt to be no higher than $9.3 trillion – or
little more than half today’s level.

COMPOSITE PORTFOLIO

There were no significant transactions in the three
months ended September 30, 2013.

Composite Portfolio Holdings
as of September 30, 2013

Security Pct. Assets

Berkshire Hathaway 9.4
Federated Prudent Dollar Bear Fund 6.6
Market Vectors Gold Miners ETF 6.5
Newmont Mining 5.5
Central Fund of Canada 5.1
Microsoft 4.6
Johnson & Johnson 4.3
Wal-Mart Stores 3.2
AIG 3.1
Federated Prudent Bear Fund 2.9
Medtronic 2.7
Pfizer 2.3
Fairholme Fund 2.3
Pan American Silver 2.1
Chesapeake Energy 2.0
Merck 1.8
Abbvie Inc. 1.7
Abbott Laboratories 1.4
Leucadia National 1.2

‘‘On gold, I declare the two-year
bear market over as the market will

understand again that Bernanke’s policy
is gold’s best friend and [gold is] an
investor’s best defense against it.’’
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Becton, Dickinson & Co. 1.2
Markel 1.2
CVS/Caremark 1.1
Safeway Inc., 6.250% due 3/15/2014 1.1
Berkshire Hathaway, 7.125% due 10/15/2023 0.9
DirecTV 0.9
Fairfax Financial 0.9
ConocoPhillips 0.9
Transocean Inc. 0.7
Chevron 0.7
Staples Inc., 9.750% due 1/15/2014 0.7
Laboratory Corporation of America 0.7
Weight Watchers Intl 0.5
Agnico-Eagle Mines 0.5
Phillips 66 0.4
Other 1.4
Cash Equivalents 17.5

Total 100.0

Cheviot’s Balanced Portfolio Composite (the
‘‘Composite’’) includes all fully discretionary, 
fee-paying accounts over $250,000.00. The Com-
posite assets are allocated principally among 
the following asset classes: equities (common
stocks), fixed income (bonds) and cash. Cash is
allocated in accordance with the views of our
firm’s investment officers regarding the relative
desirability of being more or less fully invested in
other asset classes from time to time.

In the Composite, client accounts are combined
for performance reporting purposes to provide 
a ‘‘Composite’’ return. The Composite represents
actual money invested for clients.The table on pages
6-7 sets forth the holdings in our Composite as
of September 30, 2013.

Holdings are subject to change. It should not
be assumed that recommendations made in the
future will be profitable or will equal the per-
formance of securities in this newsletter.
The information contained herein is based on
internal research derived from various sources
and does not purport to be statements of all mate-
rial facts relating to the securities mentioned. The
information contained herein, while not guaran-
teed as to accuracy or completeness, has been
obtained from sources we believe to be reliable.

Opinions expressed herein are subject to change
without notice. Cheviot Value Management or
one or more of its officers may have a position in
the securities discussed herein and may purchase
or sell such securities from time to time.

CREDITS and TRIBUTE

Darren C. Pollock and David A. Horvitz authored
this issue of Investment Values. Typographic design,
formatting and printing are by Supreme Graphics
of Hawthorne, California.

For the past dozen years, Art Paquette presided
over the layout, pre-press, and printing of this
quarterly letter. At the end of every quarter, we
were in close contact with Art at all hours of the
day and night – weekends included. Even at 5:30am,
Art would easily sprinkle humor into what might
otherwise be a boring discussion of graph sizes,
line-spacing, and word counts. Art was more than
a true craftsman; he was a wonderful husband and
father, and he was friend to many. Sadly, Art passed
away in September and will be dearly missed.

NOTES
01With regard to this concept of the ‘‘wealth effect’’ that the Fed hopes
will spur economic growth, John Kenneth Galbraith stated
decades ago that financial markets are working 
properly when behavior on Wall St. reflects activity on 
Main St. – not vice versa. 

029/23/13 interview: http://www.cnbc.com/id/101056347
03http://www.thestreet.com/story/12041473/1/greenberg-to-
cramer-the-agony-of-cult-stocks.html

049/19/13 interview: http://www.cnbc.com/id/101048419
059/24/13 interview: http://www.cnbc.com/id/101057688
06http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-10-01/carlyle-cuts-apart-
men t - ho l d i ng s - a f t e r - r e n t - g row th - s l ows . h tm l

07http://www.bloomberg.com/video/u-s-recession-began-in-2012-
ecri-s-achuthan-says-y6MLumz_REigD2TyllTDvw.html

08http://www.minneapolisfed.org/news_events/pres/
speech_display.cfm?id=5168

099/19/13 interview: http://www.cnbc.com/id/101046937
109/20/13 interview: http://online.wsj.com/article/
SB10001424127887323665504579032934293143524.html?mod=
WSJ_hps_MIDDLENexttoWhatsNewsForth

119/26/13 speech: http://www.minneapolisfed.org/
news_events/pres/speech_display.cfm?id=5168

1210/2/13 speech: http://video.cnbc.com/gallery/
?video=3000204126&play=1

139/29/13 interview: http://kingworldnews.com/kingworld-
news/Broadcast/Entries/2013/9/29_James_Grant.html
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COMPOSITE PERFORMANCE DISCLOSURE

The performance results displayed herein represent the investment
performance record for the Balanced Portfolio Composite, a
Composite of balanced accounts managed by Cheviot Value
Management, LLC, a registered investment adviser under the
Investment Advisers Act of 1940.
The Composite returns are total, time weighted returns expressed

in U.S. dollars and include the reinvestment of dividends and other
earnings and the deduction of transaction charges and investment
advisory fees of 1% per annum. The time period commencing
January 1, 2000 is used as a standard measuring point as that 
is the date current investment personnel have been active in
portfolio management.
The S&P 500 Index is a market capitalization weighted index of

500 of the largest U.S. companies. The returns for the S&P 500
Index are calculated on a total return basis with dividends rein-
vested. The S&P 500 Index is not available for direct investment.

The Vanguard Balanced Index Fund is a mutual fund that
repreresents the typical balanced fund investment and seeks
long-term growth and income by investing approximately 60% of
its assests in equities and 40% in fixed income investments.
Benchmark returns are shown for Investor Class shares.
Performance reflects pre-tax returns and includes changes in share
price and reinvestment of dividends and capital gains and is net
of management and operational expenses charged to the fund.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Any invest-

ment in marketable securities has the possibility of both gain and
loss. Results will vary among client accounts. The actual return and
value of an account will fluctuate and at any point in time could be
worth more or less than the initial amount invested.
The CVM Balanced Portfolio Composite has been examined by

independent verifiers for the periods from January 1, 2000 through
December 31, 2011. A copy of this examination is available 
upon request. For further discussion on our composite, see:
http://cheviotvalue.com/performance/composite/
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Contact information: 9595 Wilshire Blvd., PH 1001, Beverly Hills, CA 90212; (310) 451-8600;
email: contact@cheviotvalue.com; web address: www.cheviotvalue.com.

Investment Values is intended to be a source of educational information about investments and related topics. Comments about specific securi-
ties (stocks and bonds) are NOT intended to be recommendations that readers purchase or sell such securities. Such comments are intended to
explain to readers and investment clients why such securities have been or may be purchased or sold within a diversified portfolio such as the
portfolios of the investment clients of Cheviot Value Management, LLC.
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